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Abstract
The purpose of this writing is to gather and suggest the construction of the theory and pipeline in the development of augmented reality (AR) comics. The user experience element is used as the main theory and the guide line in producing AR comics. Comic construction elements also play a role as an integration towards conventional methods with AR technology then enhancing the User experience approach. Moreover, by reviewing the AR theory and model, comics construction element and UX approach, it’s can suggest a theoretical framework on developing an AR comics.
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Introduction
Since an augmented reality comic by Sutu appear through modern polaxis that bring new approaches to enhance the way of reading the comics book, the research on augmented reality drive on creative media develop more faster. It’s also bring the innovation on comics itself. Comics have been through some process of evolution in the few years before. From conventional comics to web comics and turned into an interactive comics and motion comics. The style and comic presentation nowadays is heavily dependent on technology that is constantly changing in character. According to Smith (2015) Comics as a digital media brings about new opportunities and challenge for comic book publishers, motion comics can be regarded as one of several attempts to bring comic book narratives to a new consumer. This has been agreed by Hu, Hengeveld & Raunterberg (2014) and introduce the interactive comics call the dreaming wine that explore some principle such as story structure, Experimenting with panels, Panel splitting and experimenting setting. Augmented reality (AR) environments, as well as augmented reality applications seem to be the next big wave in computer graphics application in market (Braun, 2003). Nowadays, with the increase of computational speed and advancement of specific
computer technology, AR applications become feasible in multidisciplinary field such as education, advertising, film, medical, game and many more. Research on VR and AR become growth spread with the development of interactive computer technology collaborate with 2D and 3D animation. According to Noh, Sunar & Pan (2009) researcher in VR and AR have shown considerable growth with computer technology and sophisticated 3D modelling package. On the other hand, AR can approach to enrich user experience in collaborative AR environments in CVE’s (Computer virtual environment).

Comics
McCloud (1993) express the terms of Sequential Art as a basis for the definition of comics. McCloud regard to the definition of the comic is a picture or a sequential art and a juxtaposed images that create the storyline. Sequential Art produces an unlimited variety of presentation styles of physical media. In the comics itself that touching various issues such as, contemporary fiction, history, folklore, education, mystery, biography and satire. The form of comics quite similar to storyboard drawing but the aim for output product is different.

On the other hand, Eisner (2000) pointed out that comics are a medium or a way of telling a story that is closely related to the writing and style. Unlike other mediums, the strength of comics is a storytelling style, the style of writing and assisted with the visual power that gives more imaginative. Meanwhile, Arroio (2011) claim that the comic is not just a creator even comics illustration, but they are developing an intellectual combination between images and text preparation to develop a narrative. Furthermore Arroio (2011) explain about the use of dialog balloons, panels and layouts help in understanding the flow of the story. Comic is a graphic medium in which images are used to convey a sequential narrative by using text, symbolism, design, iconography, techniques, languages, and mixed media arts elements to build a sub-text meaning.

McCloud (1993) and Eisner (2000) had outlined the elemen of comics construction and the similarity of that elemen have shown in figure 1 below:
Augmented Reality (AR)
As we know, augmented reality (AR) is a reality based interface design and create a future generation of virtual reality industry (Wang et.al 2014). With the rapid development of technology, mobile technology is also growing enabling the mobile and AR to enhance their potential in terms of content and research. For instance the research on mobile augmented reality (MAR) identified few elements that contributing the framework on producing mobile AR content.

Irshad and Ramblı (2016) introduce a multi-layered conceptual framework for enhancing UX of MAR product to aims the encapsulate the important dimensions such as time and context to show the complete experience. In addition, they are six aspect of MAR which is; [1] presentation, the physical aspect of the product that give impact to user, [2] information content, this is about the visual and the design for effective UX, directing user to move on this application, [3] service functionality, this is about the type of MAR application like education, creative driven or medical purpose, [4] interaction, the context of use and functionality is the main difference of MAR application from the conventional interaction, [5] augmentation, this is the most important thing on MAR application, enabling ability to augment the visual information, text, video or animation in real surroundings and [6] mobility, its refer to the technology usable in mobile context and activities. Easy access anytime and anywhere using various mobile device.

Figure 1 link between McCloud (1993) comics element and Eisner (2000)
Figure 2 Multilayered Conceptual Framework for enhancing the UX of MAR products. Irshad & Rambli (2016)

User Experience
According to International Standard on Ergonomics of Human System Interaction (ISO 9241-210) user experience (UX) is a person perception and responses resulting from the use or anticipated use of a product, system or service. UX basically reflect subjectively in user mind. Meanwhile, Forlizzi and Battarbee (2004) define UX as an interaction and the effect of UX between user, product, social and cultural context. That’s mean, for overall definition UX is considered a subjective intellectual in universal concept that strongly touch the usability aspects to the user, the value sensitive design, social and cultural communication and emotional including experience such as fascination, joy, excitement and aesthetics (Klingbeil et.al, 2017).

Meanwhile Preece (2002) claimed that UX is more than just usability, its beyond the usability goal and integrate the product perspective moreover the UX goal from Preece element such as; satisfying, fun, enjoyable, helpful, entertaining, motivating, aesthetically pleasing, supportive of creativity, rewarding and emotionally fulfilling. This statement support by Adikari et. al (2015) mentioned the element of desire is the important of UX product assessment.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the rapid development of AR technology has developed studies in various fields. The creative field is especially exemplary from exploring AR technologies to be applied in the production of creative based products. The functionality of each product should be seen in terms of interface elements it also needs to refer to the user experience (UX) itself, how their reflection on the creative product is the main point to discourse. In this study, the first phase of the research is integrates the theories to generate the framework of the AR comic theory by looking at some
of the main components through the UX approach. In the future, for the second phase the researcher will list the workflow or pipeline of the AR comic development process for the instrument of study. This theoretical framework will be an important basis for the creation of the AR comics.
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